MEET PINWHEEL

THE WELLNESS PACKED SMARTPHONE DESIGNED FOR KIDS AND TEENS

Our therapist approved smartphone was created to teach healthy tech use without the drama

GET TO KNOW US
https://pinwheel.com
support@pinwheel.com
@pinwheelkidsphone

GET 10% OFF!
Using this code: BROOKS-TEN
Using this link: https://pinwheel.com/?ref=mikebrooks1

END THE DRAMA AND RAISE A TECH RESPONSIBLE KID WITH THE SMARTPHONE DESIGNED JUST FOR THEM.

IS "WAIT AS LONG AS POSSIBLE" YOUR PLAN?
A FIRST PHONE THAT GROWS WITH YOUR CHILD

No two Pinwheel phones are alike. Customize your child's or teen's phone to meet your family's exact needs.

WHY PINWHEEL?
We built and designed our Pinwheel operating system from the ground up because we believe our kids deserve custom-built tools to feed their curiosities and fuel everyday exploration.

WHAT'S IN STORE

SCHEDULE PERMISSIONS TO MATCH THEIR DAY
You can create modes that determine which apps and contacts are available during different parts of the day.

CURATED APP LIST
Our therapist approved app choices are only shown to parents, so you can choose which healthy apps are available and when.

SAFETY
No social media, ads, TV, mindless games, or spam calls and texts from unapproved contacts.